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Established in 1973, Versapak is a manufacturer of tamper evident 
ballot boxes, electoral supplies and security seals. Versapak has 
worked with national and local governments as well as trade unions 
and other organisations to understand the whole process of elections. 
We have developed a range of ballot boxes and other tamper evident 
electoral products knowing the importance of running an organised 
and unbiased election.

Our ballot boxes are unique as they are foldable (for ease of storage 
and transport), whilst also featuring a solid lid posting slot. This is 
necessary to prevent voters from being able to reach into a box and 
take slips out. 

In addition each ballot box is fitted with dual tamper evident lids for 
the highest level of security during and after voting. This additional lid 
offers a section for the safe storage of the paperwork needed to 
accompany the ballot box. The lid is fitted with a locking mechanism for 
use with a security seal to ensure that the contents cannot be 
tampered with. The full size ballot box can hold up to 65 litres and is 
reusable for between 50-100 elections.

Ballot Boxes

Original
65 litres
Size (WxHxD): 350x500x330mm
Item: BALLOT2OP

Half-Sized
30 litres
Size (WxHxD): 350x400x330mm
Item: BALLOT1OP

Clear
65 litres
Size (WxHxD): 350x500x330mm
BALLOT2OPCL

We use a patented design locking mechanism that makes it 
impossible to access the contents without showing signs of 
tampering.  This is called the Versapak T2 Locking System.

Before its use within elections, the ballot box is zipped closed 
and made tamper evident using Versapak T2 security seals.  
Upon closing the slot lid and the slot cover, a seal is placed 
within each locking chamber.  This ensures that the nobody 
attempts to insert ballots before its official use on election 
day.

Tamper Evident Ballot Boxes

On the day, the integrity of the 
ballot box is checked and the 
top lid is opened ready for 
ballots.  Use Versapak’s 
individually printed numbered 
or barcoded T2 seals to ensure 
a complete ‘chain of custody’.

You have complete peace of mind with a Versapak Ballot Box.  
Ballots placed inside are secure in the chain of custody and at 
the end of the day, simply reseal with another T2 security seal.   
When its time to count, you have confidence of the ballots 
security and the achievement of a clean and fair election.
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Additionally, we provide a range of pull, tie and box seals. They can be used with holdalls, boxes, 
furniture and containers to ensure the chain of custody in many other situations to store balots.

Security Seals

Sealing a Versapak ballot box with a T2 seal is very simple.  Close the 
zip and fold the zip puller back over into the locking chamber. Then 
carefully push a Versapak T2 Security Seal in place until you hear 
both legs click in place.  The ballot box is now tamper evident.

Versapak T2 Seals are now available as a Recycled Seal.  
Yes, that’s right. We’ve taken the used remnants of plastic 
and remoulded into a completely new security seal.

Using Many Security Seals?
We Recycle!

Did you know that 
7,000 used, discarded 
seals weigh the same 
as an average car tyre!

Item: NUMBEREDT2
BARCODEDT2
PERSONALISEDT2

Item: NUMBEREDT2R
BARCODEDT2R

Metal insert 350mm tail
Item: VERSATITE

Super strong 250mm tail
Item: VERSALOCK

Easy to tear off, 200/330mm
Item: VERSAPULLWTO

PERSONALISEDT2R
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Custom design your Versapak

With fast, reliable deliveries from our UK warehouse, you can be sure you’ll 
have all you need for the next election at Versapak.

For stock orders, visit our website at www.versapak.co.uk or contact us today 
for a quote.

Bespoke, easy to move and simple to track

Our electoral products can be made entirely to your needs; with options to 
specify sizes, add windows and print your own logo. For tracking purposes we 
can offer barcode or numbered seals that create the ‘chain of custody’.

Other Electoral Products

We supply everything you need for an election, see 
below our other solutions for a clean election. 

Presiding Officer Carry Case
This clear carrier is used by presiding officers 
during elections for important confidential 
paperwork. It is made from heavy duty clear 
material and fitted with a large gusset for bulky 
contents. It has reinforced carry handles for 
comfort and an internal entry 
address/identification window.

Item: BALLOTPRES
Size (WxHxD): 505 x 356 x 153mm

Wallets (WxH)
Item: CVF1.  Size 286 x 336mm
Item: CVF2.  Size 355 x 381mm
Item: CVF3.  Size 355 x 470mm

Bulk Pouches (WxH)
Item: ZG1.  Size 355 x 250 x 75mm
Item: ZG2.  Size 406 x 305 x 75mm
Item: ZG3.  Size 457 x 355 x 75mm
Item: ZG4.  Size 457 x 355 x 125mm

Clear Wallets (WxH)
Item: AS0.  Size 320 x 230mm
Item: AS1.  Size 460 x 370mm

Item: POLLSIGN
Size (WxH) 405 x 300mm
Size (WxH): 810 x 170mm

Reusable Wallets and Pouches
Versapak reusable wallets and pouches 
are ideal for storing and transporting a 
variety of documents and stationery items. 
They are made from a strong, lightweight 
nylon PVC and include an entry 
address/identification window.  They 
feature tamper evident T2 locking 
mechanisms suitable for the patented 
Versapak T2 Security Seal.

Available in Black/Clear material, or an 
assortment of colours, one for every 
political party!


